Sequence organisation in nuclear DNA from Physarum polycephalum. Genomic organisation of DNA segments containing foldback sequences.
DNA clones containing foldback sequences, derived from Physarum polycephalum nuclear DNA, can be classified according to their pattern of hybridisation to Southern blots of genomic DNA. One group of DNA clones map to unique DNA loci when used as a probe to restriction digests of Physarum nuclear DNA. These cloned segments appear to contain dispersed repetitive sequence elements located at many hundreds of sites in the genome. Similar patterns of hybridisation are generated when these cloned DNA probes are annealed to DNA restriction fragments of genomic DNA obtained from a number of different Physarum strains, indicating that no detectable alteration has occurred at these genomic loci subsequent to the divergence of the strains as a result of the introduction or deletion of mobile genetic elements. However, deletion of segments of some cloned DNA fragments occurs following their propagation in Escherichia coli. A second, distinct group of clones are shown to be derived from highly methylated segments of Physarum DNA which contain very abundant repetitive sequences with regular, though complex, arrangements of restriction sites at their various genomic locations. It is suggested that these DNA segments contain clustered repetitive sequence elements. The results lead to the conclusion that foldback elements in Physarum DNA are located in segments of the genome which display markedly different patterns of sequence organisation and degree of DNA methylation.